Number of row units 525MM/21
Working width:

16

18

20

28’

31’
9,45 m

35’
10,5 m

60º free rotation yoke pto drive.
ASA 80 H oil bath roller chain.
Oil bath.

Drive:
Gearboxes:
Row unit safety clutch:
Stalt Rolls:

14
24’
7,35 m

One per row unit. Preloaded. Non adjustable.
Mounting:

Double support. Steel bushing at front end support.

Rolls:

Adjustable knife rolls, optional wing rolls.

Snouts and shields

Stainless steel
Hydraulically adjustable.

Gathering chains:

Type:

CA2801. 66 pitches.

Drive:

Speed:

8
Dual independent drive and central support (simple
drive in14 row unit).
160 r.p.m.

Mounting:

Hex shaft on spherical bearings. Adjustable.

Conveying lugs quantity:
Auger:

Safety clutch:
Snouts and shields:

Stainless Steel made in the friction area

Side augers:
Dimensions:

Standard feature. Mechanical drive.

Transport width:
Transport heigth:
Weigth:

Customer’s testimony

90’’ - 2.290 mm
7,043 lbs
3.195 kg

88’’ - 2.235 mm
7,936 lbs
8,730 lbs
3.600 kg
3.960 kg

“I believe that the MDD-100 is one of the
best engineered corn heads on the market”

9,623 lbs
4.365 kg

Transport height

Transport width
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ROW INDEPENDENT CORN HEAD
The current corn header market is flooded with typical, ‘follow the
row’ corn headers that require you to harvest with the row NOT
ANYMORE!

HOW DOES
IT WORK?

Even in downed crops the MDD-100 keeps loss levels at a
minimum and without ground speed restrictions. The new
design allows stocks to enter the row-unit stripping area
smoothly where they are misaligned. The stainless steel
snouts are tapered and mounted more rearward, allowing
the double sprocket gathering chains to open wide and
bring stalks in without damage or breaking. Also, the open
sided snout design allows the stalks to stay attached to the
ground and then gently eased over, rather than getting
broke off such as with a conventional corn head.
This double sprocket gathering chain design is key, as it
provides a wide V shape that feeds in misaligned stalks to
the stripping area without being shaken, damaged or
broken, avoiding any type of ear loss.
Ground speed stays up, corn feeds in, and production time
increases significantly! Harvesting at any angle is now
possible, saving valuable time and money to get your crop
off and in the bin! Imagine the possibilities on how your
farm practices can change for the future.
Reduces side loss and increases daily productivity in
weedy, downed or wet crops.

Customer’s Testimony

“My 35’ MAINERO corn
header is using less fuel
per acre than my former
8 row corn head”
A Mainero Exclusive! We use stainless steel for the
upper part of the snout assembly, along with stainless
steel hoods. Stainless steel snouts provide up to 4
times longer life compared to regular plastic snouts and
is the smoothest material we can use to help slide the
corn towards the gathering chains. This combination
results in high efficiency corn harvest that will reduce
grain loss and maintain harvest speed.
Hoods and snouts
raise, adjust and
lower with ease.
This allows for easy
maintenance.

The “V” configuration of the gathering
chains give the stalks ample space to
be guided into the stalks rolls.

Mainero offers mount kits to match all makes and
models. Each header is customized with a specific kit to
maximize your header performance.
We offer 4 Head-site locations on 24 and 28 foot machines, and 5 locations
for the 31 and 35 foot machines. This optional kit will retrofit any Mainero corn
head and will assist with following the ground contour in all conditions.

One “maintenance free” torque limiter
for each row unit protects the
mechanism against overload.
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The deck plates are hydraulically
controlled from the combine seat for easy
adjustment. A clear indicator needle
shows the plates position to the operator.

Oil bath side roller chain transmission
with automatic tensor that assures low
maintenance and long operating life.
Each snout features a sturdy stand
with height adjustment for quick and
easy operation.

testimony

Since 1933
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